ÒAll the known plant diseases are the result
of events. Not a single one is the causeÓ

ÓLetÕs put the science into practice"
By Pius Floris
Director PHC Europe

ÒMost plant problems start in the soil
(due to the use of chemical fertilizers)
Source: Dr. Justus Von Liebig 1845

Even Monilia is soil related

Alternaria in soil
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Plant budget in Carbon (C)
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The soil is alive!!
Every soil requires a minimum amount
of deamnds for normal growth
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Growth, breathing,
secundair metabolism
(SAR) and small
maintenance
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saved starch and lipids 30%
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costs for microbial soil partners.
35%

devision of Life on earth

Root exudates

mammals12,5%

Plants 12,5%
One-celled
organisms
50%
Fungi 12,5%

Plankton, algae,
seaweed 12,5%
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Rhizospere exudates!

The fine absorbing roots provide the
soilbacteria with 35% of the total
photosynthesis of the tree.
With these sugars, the typical rhizobacteria
ae being provided with food to enable them
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to help the plant.

Roots grow IN the soil, but have NO contact with the soil!

tip of root hair!

source: gsf!

20 µm!

Blue: all bacteria (DNA)!
Green: beneÞcial bacteria (rRNA)!
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Mycorrhiza

mycorrhiza on roots

should be as normal on the absorbing roots as chlorofyl in
the leaves and Anthocyanin in the cherriefruit

Mycorrhiza (Root Fungus) is an integral part of
almost all root systems.
the use of anorganic fertilizers makes the
mycorrhiza unnecessary because the offered
minerals are liquid
(ready to absorb by osmotic pressure and ionic exchange)

This is an animation
.

The hyphae take care of the real
Absorption of water and minerals
But root growth comes first!

This also causes that plants are not able to
absorb minerals that are not present in the
anorganic (chemical) fertilizer
This brings us to healthy soils- healthy plants

Mycorrhizal spore under 1 bar pressure
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Fresh Mycorrhizal spores
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Most producers make mycorrhizal inoculants from
colonized root fragments.

Plant Health Care is the only company that produces
spores in industrial amounts with a long Òshelf lifeÓ

This is like the difference between the seed of a plant and
an unrooted cutting

Thick cell wall enables the
application of spores in the soil
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spores or seeds
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Zone of absorption

Any root system has four functions.

Limited to 2 millimeter outside the fine root

- Absorbtion. Limited to the yellow roots
- Production chemicals (Hormones etc.)
- Transportation
- Support

The yellow roots are absorbing roots. (uptake roots live 3 weeks)

Unrooted cutting

Absorption roots will at any time during their growth
NEVER use more than 4-7% of the soil volume.
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Absorption zone
Outside the blue zone, minerals and water are
NOT available for the plant
This is one of the reasons that more than 50% of fertilizers leaches out.
Another reason is that the salt concentration kills rhizobacteria.
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Development of a mycorrhizal root
system in nature.
Schematic picture of dramatic increase of absorption capacety
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A mycorrhizal root system in nature.
¥!
¥!
¥!
¥!
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The chance that an absorbing root meets mycorrhizal spores
Is not very high, unless there are enough spores available

In average 700% more absorption capacety
Optimal absorption of more than 35 minerals
High level of disease resistance
Stimulates growth, gives lifetime better harvest, and better health.
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How we ÒlookÓ at roots
We believe roots absorb
water and minerals

This is how the system
works in nature. It is called
Biofertilility.

RHIZOSFEER

MYCORRHIZOSFEER
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Prunus avium Starnberg Germany. Both trees planted next to eachother
in 2009. Pictures taken in 2012. Tree Right is planted with MYCORRHIZA.
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Courtesy Jos Oswaldo Siqueira, Ph.D., UFLA, Lavras, Brazil
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Loss of minerals and vitamins in fruit and vegetables
between1985 and 2002.
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Source: Ciba Geigi (CH) & Food Laboratory Karlsruhe (D)
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Photo:Tisdall and Oades 1979!

Biovin in Agriculture.
Research 30.119/2-23/83 Bundersministerium fr Wissenschaft und Frschung
Humus percentage (in % dry soil) in Trees, Winter wheat, barley and potatoes.
Three years trial with 3 comparisons

% organic matter
At start of trial

Chem. Fertilizer
Non treated
Biovin

In 1971 the last of 12 ÒPOTASCHÓ factories closed in Holland.
Agriculture moved to Kalium and called this salt worldwide ÒPotassiumÓ
Potasch contains Kalium but Kalium is definitely not Potassium.

parcel 1
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parcel 2 parcel 3

parcel 4 parcel 5
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(USDA Ð ARS)

Glomalin

% Humic Acids within the organic matter after 2,5 years

Chem. Fertilizer
Soil particles

Non treated
Biovin

parcel 1

parcel 2

parcel 3

parcel 4

parcel 5
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Glomalin accounts for
27 percent of the carbon
in soil and is a major
component of soil
organic matter.
The University of
Maryland-College Park,
found that glomalin
weighs 2 to 24 times
more than humic acid,
thought to be the main
contributor to soil
carbon. But humic acid
contributes 8 percent of
the carbon. Another
team recently used
carbon dating to
estimate that glomalin
lasts up to 42 years,
depending on conditions

Discovered by Dr. Sarah Wright in 2006.
Glomalin is ÒsuperglueÓ of the soil

